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the Franks, which led the Germans and Italians to
separate from them, of the eight days1 waterless siege of
Exerogorgo, the reputed treachery of the German leader
Rainald, his sally and defeat, the destruction of the
followers of Walter the Penniless, the attack on the carnp at
Civitot, the great joy of the Emperor at these disasters and
the final rescue by the Greeks. In reality Alexius, whatever
his private feelings may have been, had sent regular supplies
to the Crusaders, and it was fear of the Greeks which
eventually induced the Turks to fall back on Nicaea; the
Anonymous is unfair to the Emperor throughout. The
story of Rainald's treachery, too, is only told by the
Anonymous and his copyists, and Hagenmeyer doubts its
truth. But true or false, it seems probable that it came
from an Italian source. The vivid details of the suffering of
the thirst-tortured Crusaders at Exerogorgo, couched to
some extent in Italian-Latin language, the special mention
of the Lombardi et Longdbardi who chose Rainald as their
leader, the earlier mention of Lombardos et Longdbardos
whom Peter the Hermit found at Constantinople on his
arrival, all suggest that this chapter of the book was
written from information derived from the personal
experience of the author's compatriots. This, also, would
account for the bitter feeling against Alexius, who was from
the first suspicious of Bohemund and his Italian Normans.
No sooner had the Crusaders set foot on Byzantine soil than
the question of their relations with the Greeks became
critical. After the ' Peasants ' came the * Princes'. As the
three great armies of Northern and Southern France and
Southern Italy approached Constantinople, the Emperor
Alexius can hardly be blamed for trying to deal diplo-
matically with a very difficult situation and to negotiate
separately with each Crusading leader. In particular he
dreaded the ambition of Bohemund and the Normans
of Southern Italy, of whose quality he had already had

